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SCENE OF FIRST
CONTEST
DETAILS OF THE WORLD'S CHAM
PIONSHIP BASEBALL SERIES
ARRANGED

NINETEENTH

sweepin.? over the North Sua and Denmark, had washed ashore bodies" of

DA!

German sailors
Denmark.

FINDS RESULT

in

uniform near

HAND-TO-HAN-

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS

Ksb-jer-

Balkan

llies Win
at-

a

forts,

FIGHTING

The turning movement directed against the German right wing by the
allied armies is developing rapidly, an announcement by the French war
office says this afternoon. It is declared that a vigorous assault on Traey.
is
was repulsed with heavy losses to the Germans.
that
from
stretches
In
a
way
that
of
line
the
elbow
the
general
fighting
moves more
point east and north. The official statement says this action
'
",
,
and more towards the north.
There is nothing in the Paris announcement or In other official statements today, however, to confirm last night's assertion by a Paris correRnomli.nt of a London news aaercy that the German riant wing nao peen
broken
The French war office claims also that slight progress has been made
between the Argonne region' and the Meuse and that the allies have advanced east of St Mihiel. No notable movement has occurred on the cen-teand the situation on the right is reported unchanged. ,.
states
An official German announcement coming by way of London
but
on
German
the
right,
nothing
that there has been general fighting
of a decisive character has transpired. German headquarters also report
y
the center of the battleline if quiet.
The French advances in the vicinity of Verdun and Tout have been
renewed, It is said.
also described the
A German officii statement issued last night
allies
The
indecisive.
on
as
operating against
their
wing
right
fighting
the forts on the Meuse were repulsed, it was said.
Berlin, confirmed the assault on Antwerp, and said that attacks by
the Belgian garrison had been repulsed. Russian assaults in the government of Suwalki, Russian Poland, have failed, it is declared.
A dispatch from Petrograd says that a fierce engagement between the
armies of General Rennenkampf and General von Hindenburg has continu-esince Sunday morning along a line extending from Grcndo to Druske-nik- i,
on the Diemen river. Four Russian corps are pitted against an equal
of Germans. ' Russian reinforcements are reported as strengthening their lines.
The Russians have established a civil government at Lemberg, capital
of the Austrian province of Galicia. An English correspondent in Belgium
the line
says that 150,000 troops are engaged in a desperate battle along
"
'
from Termonde to Aerschot.
A report from Bucharest says that King Charles has summoned the
cabinet to meet 'tomorroV to' determine the 'atthurfe"'o? Vo. !"; n la. Earlier
ied to supBucharest reports published in Paris claimed that the kint,
,
the
pr6pos,ar;'
port GecT-y- .but. that
of the
"A message from Antwerp says that the German bombardment sorties
made
has
the
Belgian garrison
forts of Antwerp continues and that
marchrepulsing the Germans, who suffered heavy casualties. Belgians
Germans.
the
with
ing on Brussels are said to be in contact
A correspondent at Cettinje reports that the Montenegrins have seized the Austrian entrenchments 29 miles southeast of Zarayevo, capital of
Tracy-le-Mo-
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D

(
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Turning Movement Develops
BOTH SIDES RESORT TO USE OF
Paris, Sept 30. According to the
BAYONETS AND CAVALRY
olficial bulletin on the war given out
SABRES
in Paris this afternoon, the turning
movement of the allies north of the
Somme lu developing rapidly, A Ger
RUSSIANS STILL ADVANCING man attack on
t
has been
.

Tracy-le-Mon-

OPERATIONS

IN

GALICIA

repulsed with heavy losses.
The text of the statement Is a3

FEAT-

URED BY REINFORCEMENTS
FOR AUSTRIANS

JAPAN TO HAVE

A

TWO ''GAMES'

CITY

IN .EACH

posi-tons-

The Balkan allies pressing the
tack on the Austrian province of Bos-uihave won several minor successes, but the investment of Sarajevo,
the capital, proceed3 slowly, as the
nature
of the country makes the moveDESPERATE EFFORTS ARE MADE
while
ment
of
siege guns snail-likBY THE RIVAL ARMIES TO
the as- which
miles
six
the
separate
END THE STRUGGLE
saiiants rrom me capital ore uccupieu
by a range of mountains and outlying

I

front with any great accuracy. Between the Argonne and the Meuse, the
'
French are
slightly
progressing
acainst entrenched and fortified

low s :

fol-

"First, On our left wing, north of
the Somme, the action continues to develop more and more tow.ard the
north. Between the Oise and the
Aifine, the enemy has delivered a vit,
northgorous attack on
east of the forest of Aigue. The
attackers were repulsed with heavy
losses.
"Second, On the center, there is
relative, calm along the entire front,
which exteuds from Rheims to the
Mouse: Between the Argonne and the
Mouse we have made slight progress.
' In the
Woevere district there
have been severe battles Our troops
have advanced at. several points Notably to the east of St. Mihel. On our
right wing in Lorraine and the Vosges
there has been no change.
"In Galicia the efforts at sorties
made by the Austrian garrison at
Przemysl have failed. The Austrian Bosnia).
armies continue to retreat in disorToklo announced that the Japanese have occupied Lao Pace, Tsing
der, losing many prisoners and much Tau.
ai tillery and war matertol. At Mount
With the reserves called out Italy will have an army of 1310,000
Duzfok, south of Przemysl in the Car men, according to a report from Venice. .
pathians, a Russian detachment has
defeated a Hungarian brigade and pen
etrated into Hungary."
BELGIANS FIGHT A
TURMEY SETS DEB NEW

Hit Hospital
la a dispatch from Antwerp the
correspondent of Reuter's Telegram
Shell

FREE HAND IN

JUMPS WILL NOT BE MADE DAILY,
' AS WAS THE CASE IN FORMER YEARS

CHINA

company says that four wounded men
and1 two women were killed by a shjILl
which pierced the roof of a hospital
at Lierre yesterday during the Ger- TERMS OF ALLEGED AGREEMENT
man bombardment. The ward in r. WITH ENGLAND ARE MADE
PUBLIC
which the wounded men lay was completely wrecked.
Belgians Defeat Germans
London, Sept. 30. A dispatch to
Reuter's Telegram company from
Amsterdam says that the Telegraaf
has received this message from An
twerp:
"From various points the garrison
made sorties and repulsed the Germans with heavy losses. The bom
bardment of Forts Woellhelm and St.
Catherine by the Germans continues.
A single attack has been delivered by
the Germans on Forts Liezele and
Breedonk."

PLENTY

OF

BRITISH

MIKADO TO BE LOANED
00O FOR MILITARY

COLONIES

TO

BE

GOLD

$200,000,.

STARTED

NIPPONESE TO BE ALLOWED
SETTLE IN ANY ENGLISH
POSSESSION

TO

FOUR UMPIRES

ARE SELECTED

THE RIVAL LEAGUES ARE REPRESENTED EQUALLY ON
OFFICIAL SIDE
Philadelphia, Sept. 30. The first
two games between the Philadelphia
Americans and the Boston Nationals
for the baseball championship of tho
world will be played In Philadelphia
on October 9 and 10. The third anl
fourth games will be played in Boston
October 12 and 13. The fifth game
will be played in Philadelphia October 14 and the sixth game in Boston
October 15, if more than four games
are necessary to decide the series.
This was decided here today at a
meeting of the National Baseball com
mission. The umpires will be Klein
and Byron of the National league anl
Dinen and Hildebrand of the Ameri
ca u league.
There will be three official scorers.
J. G. T. Splng of St. Louis and one
man to be picked by the Philadelphia
baseball writers and by the Boston

Washington, Sept. 30. Official and
The brief official
diplomatic quarters united today in
All Night Bombardment
communications received here from
discrediting a published report of a
.30
Lon
of
"(By way
Antwerp, Sept
Paris declare that the conditions
secret
agreement un
restatement
Issued
An
official
by
in
France
don).
along the battle front
which
der
was
to
have a free
Japan
the Belgian general staff today says:
main unchanged. Among the special
hand in China, was to be permitted
bombardment
"A
German
which
vigorous
iepatces is one from Nancy,
to send Japanese immigrants, to all
of forts Woelhelm, Wavere, and St.
(tils of the recapture by the French
continued parts of the British, empire, which
Catherine, which was
of St. Mihel and the capture of the
at 8 would Include Canada and Australia, writers.
abated
the
relates
night,
throughout
tT'own prince of Bavaria, and
and was to haveVa British loan of
Rules Arei Unchanged
o'clock this morning. The assailants
that desperate attempts are ' being
while Japanese troops
in
the
do
not
No changes wrere made in the rule
succeed
guns $200,000,000
silencing
made to retake the distinguished priswere to assist in putting down disafof the Belgian forts or in any way
for playing the world's se'ries gam
oner.
fection in BiJish India.
As hereto'ior?,' four games rau?t !
r
lowering the morale of the garrison.
NO one knows except those on the
At the British-embassit' was stat
lm ttria
nf
won by a cub t: cluiM the thm
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around just how the great siege
has newt sent
.'
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there
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be
one
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Only
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in
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and
struggle
ndous
home government that me report
v as directed against Forts Liezele and
phia). In case of a tie game or a postwould be set in circulation for the
valley of the Somme.
the clubs will remain in
were holding
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Our.
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In
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purpose of arousing antagonism.
Fighting
the
the gamo was ached- - ,
where
and
works
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between
city
these
position
Belgium again has been the scene
Nothing1 is known of the alleged tiled to be
until it is decided,
until
to
played
advance
allowed
the
enemy
less
loan, but It Is said if any. funds have
of fighting which in a war of
The Prices
arwhen
close
were
within
range
they
tUanic
marbeen
raised through the London
magnitude than the present
The prices for seats are:
tillery and infantry, working in a re- ket it would be in the natural course
struggle would be called a great batBoston Boxes, $5 each seat; grand
atthe
markable
showered
comblation,
more
of financial transactions and without
tle, as It is estimated than
tacking column with a hail of projec- the slightest bearing on the alleged stand, $3; pavilions, reserved, $2; genthan 150,000 men were engaged yestiles and bullets, which thitew their agreement a to Japan's activity in eral admission, $1; bleacher seats, 5 0
terday in the Antwerp triangle. Durranks into disorder and compelled a Chinay As to, Japan having a free cents;
ing the day desperate fighting took
"
Philadelphia Boxes, $5 each seat;
precipitate retreat
hand in China state department ofplace along a line extending from
"This attempt cost the' Germans ficials recall the statements coming grand stand, $3; pavilion reserved.
Termonde to Aerschot The Germans
Germans Deny Losses
Tickets
$1.
BATTLE
DESPERATE
dearly and was not repeated. In from London, at the time of Japan's $2; general admission,
are reported to have been reinforced
will be sold in each city for a serie
to PROGRAM IN OPERATION
30. A dispatch
London,
Sept.
events
confirm
of
the
the
acshort,
'day
ultimatum that Japan's field of
are
. from the south of Brussels and
Reuter's Telegram company from
the confidence of the Belgians in the tivity in China would be restricted to of three games. In the event that a
steadily drawing their lines about the Berlin, coming by way of Amsterdam,
DEFENSE power of resistance of their national the China sea and the German pos- game is nn played the money paid for
UP BRILLIANT
RIGHTS OF PUT
Antwerp fortresses, which their artil- says that the headquarters of the Gera ticket for that game will be refundredoubts."
AGAINST ATTACKS OF THE
session of Kiao Chow and would not ed.
WILL BE DEFOREIGNERS
lery thus far has only felt out From man general staff made the following
GERMANS
extend to the main land of China.
Brussels comes the report that the official statement last
CLARED VOID
The Ellglbles
night:
German military government is preThe
"On our rightwTnf7ln France,
players eligible to participate
TRAFFIC
London, Sept. 30. The correspond WHOLESALE
paring to remove to Namur.
Sept .30. So far as
BeWashington,
in
the
occurred.
series are:
have
battles
will carry ent of the London Daily Chronicle,
In the east General von Hlnden- - tween the Oise
KAISER'S FORCES ARE
Boston Gather, Cochrehara, Conand the Meuse it is officials here know, Turkey
under
yes
wilh
the
writing
Belgians;
announced Intention to
burgh and General Rennenkanvpf
IN GIRLS STOPPED
nolly, Cottrell, Crutcher, Davis, Deal,
generally quiet. The army operating into effect its
estimates that nearly
along the Niemen are reported to against the forts on the Meuse was abrogate all capitulations granting terday's date,
Devore, Dugey, Evers, Gilbert, Gowdy,
GRAVEST
DANGER
IN
In
a
are
H0.0OO trops
desperengaged
have been engaged In a fierce battle
rights to foreigners
Hess. James, Maranville, Mann, Mar
repulsed.
from
a
line
extending
ate
battle
along
without
any
during the last three days
PORTLAND, ORE., POLICE ARREST
tini, Mitchell, Moran. Rudolph, Smith,
"The French have made a new as in Turkey tomorrow. Secretary Bryan Termonde to Aerschot.
frienddecisive result having been obtained. sault
A NUMBER OF SUSPECT- Schmidt, Strand, Tyler, Whaling and
the line from Verdun to said the Porte had received, in
along
LONDON
CORRESPONDENT
OF
the
says
"This
correspondent
battle,"
Uni
Operations in Galicia
ED MEN
Whitted.
ly spirit, the notification that the
Toul.
NEWSPAPER DESCRIBES
"appears to be the last effort on both
Vienna states that the much haras"Our siege artillery has opened fire ted States would reserve the right of
Philadelphia Baker, Barry, Bender,
in
the
face
resistance
sides. Belgian
'
THE SITUATION
s,
Portland, Ore., Sept. 30. Wholesale
sed Austrian army from Galicia has on the forts of Antwerp. The assault future discussion of Turkey's action,
Dressier, Bush, Collins, Coombs,
is
German
ot
the
artillery
superior
traff:,; lu school girls between the
formed a junction with the German of the Belgian forces against the at- but has not indicated a postponement
Davis, Kopf, Lapp, McAvoy,
really magnificent
ages of 14 and 16 is charged by the
of the operation of the decree.
corps at Cracow. This 'junction has tacking line has been repulsed.
Murphy, Oldring, Pennock,
Londtm, Sept. 30. The Times has
"As regards Antwerp, it is not easy Portland
view
the
over
British
an alleged
the
watch-wilin
be
l
been executed, but
A close
kept
against
police
Plant.
"In the eastern theater of the war
Shawkey, Strunk,
Schang,
corParis
its
a
received
dispatch from
to make any definite statement unWralsh and Wyck- ring operating here. Four arrests
occurred none too soon, as the Rus- the Russian assaults in the govern manner in which Turkey exercises the
Thomas,
Thomson,
25
and
dated September
til the result of today's (Tuesday's) were made
off. .
today. Baseball players, respondent,
new full sovereignty over her dominsians are reported to be only 60 miles ment of Suwalkle failed.
de.'ayed by the censor. It analyzes
Carolina will bt ltle Is known. In any case, the actors and others are involved.
All thfee members of the national
distant.
Heavy fighting in this
"Heavy artillery yesterday began a ions, The cruiser North
town is well provisioned and defend
The men arrested today are Elmer tlia position in the battle of the Aisne commission attended tne meeting. Tb
gion and in SiHcia is expected soon. bombardment against the fort of Os- - be kept off the Turkish coast for the
ed. The German losses in the last
Iobr, leftfielder, and Robert Davis, and describes terrible fighting which Boston club was represented by PresiOw ing to the marshy ground, the Ger- sonrence."
present and the cruiser Tennessee is few
must have been enormous. third baseman, of the Portland Coast
days
Fal
from
to
orders
mans have been compelled to place
proceed
took place In the valley of the Somme. dent Gaffney and President Shibe and
jurder
Certainly many thousands hav fall league team, Bert Roach, heading man
Connie Mack looked after Philadeltheir siege guns on the railroads.
mouth, England, where she now is, to
Roumania Must Decide
The correspondent says:
of a theatrical company, and Joseph
from Turkish en,"
not
far
This is aken here to indicate that
phia's interests.
Btindisi,
Italy,
or
concealed
hitherto
"Movements
London, Sept. 30. The Rome cor
German Flank Weaken
store proprietor.
a
a
jewelry
When it came to tossing the coin
Berggr,
as
not
v.
will
Important
aters.
play
artillery
respondent of the Exchange Telegraph
The Times has received the follow- Lober and Davis were arrested, ar vaguely hinted at are now unveiled to decide where the first two games
unrt in the coming operations as It
on
the
allies
frontal
attack of
company reports that a message re
ing dispatch from its correspondent raigned today In municipal court and and the
shall be played, Chairman Herrmann
AEROPLANE FOR WAR
ha? In. previous battles of the war.
the German position between the Oise
ceived at Rome from Bucharest says
in
Bordeaux:
to
held
the
tinder
$6,000
mamof the national commission flipped a
grand jury
New York, Sept 30. The
If the Russian forces have won the that
King Charles has summoned the
"The constant thrust of bayonet bail. The "police say they made a and the Argonne sinks into the back silver dollar and Mr. Gaffney called
passes In the Carpathians nothing ex cabinet to decide the attitude of Rou moth aeroplane America, with which
Is
One
and
certain,
thing
of heavy confession. A warrant has been Is ground.
head up
"tails." The coin
John C. Porte had expected to fly charges and the battering
cept Improvised forts remains to pre mania toward the war.
that is that the German armies are in and Connie Mack dropped
alteration
but
little
made
Mission
on
has
for
a
sued
guns
the
pitcher
to
smiled and said
vent them overrunning
across the Atlantic, wasi shipped
Hungary
a position of the gravest danger. The
Maure-tani9 and 10,' Applicants
along the heavily entrenched German (San Francisco) second team. Two
which, it Is reported, hass been abanEngland today on the steamer
allies have attacked the enemy on "Philadelphia
Loso Supplies
Austrians
flank
on
less
San
Francisco
first
posi
the
but
the
rigid
'
ceuter,
players
for press tickets will apply to
doned to its fate by the Austrians
and, it is said, will be used by
London, Sept, 30. In a' dispatch the British for war service. The Amer- tions have been hammered into bro team and one on the Oakland team loth flanks simultaneously, and he is M. McCready in Philadelphia for
who left Its defense to the iVnveds,
on the left and the are named in the investigation. War- compelled to fight for life.
from
Rome the correspondent of the
j Shibe
park reservations, at:d to K.:'; :
said to be the world's most pow ken lines both
the Hungarian national troopsj Buda
ica,
"To save himself, he can hardiy E.
rants for the proprietors of two ho
amCentral
News
Russian
the
says
right.
at
McMillan in Boston for Feiv. "
tested
was
erful aeroplane,
pest, however, reports that the desper"On the left front is the broaden-ii;- g tels, the alleged headquarters of the maintain his center In his present po- park soata.
N. Y., last summer before
ate struggle still prevailing in the bassador announced that an Austrian
looks as If he will unfailhas
Russians
before
the
army
fleeing
sweep of the allies' turning move- ring, will be issued. Girls are being sition, and it
passes is holding the Russians in
the European war caused a postponeto
retire to withdraw himhave
ingly
witnesses.
as
called
to
been surrounded
near Douklo and ment of the proposed flight. L1eiv ment which is reaching further the
The commission also arrang I
check.
the
self
from
of the allies' claws.
grip
All
out
a
Is
the
defeat
Its
at
that
as
is
slightly
it pressed
The Inter-Citcomplete.
Games
enant Porte, who expected to make north
German Fleet Active
If he is unable to do this he is beaten,
seasons
For
consecutive
three
food, ammunition and war material the
wider
the
in
Atlantic
angle.
for the inter-citf.
details
Fetrograd reports signs of activity
trip across the
Joe Killian has piloted the Osh- - and it will be only the wreck of his tween the New York;
"While the position in the center is
n the part of the German fleet in the whfch was being conveyed back to America, waa an officef in the British
N.,iUt
kr-eteam to the championship of the. forces which will then reach the GerRnon after war was
vlrtually unaltered, it Is difficult to
Baltic and a gale, credited with bein AfTStria,' has fallen into the Russian
man frontier."
I
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Snappy New Suits for Junior s

OF THE STATE ARE TO
BE GIVEN GREATER PROTECTION

MINERS

One lot at $12.50 made of all wool crepe granite cloth. Pet In
sleeves, collar of Roman stripe plush, coats satin lined, tunic
skirt, colors blue, black, brcwn, and green, a striking suit and

$12.50

only
JUNIOR SUITS, of wool cheviot, cut away

coats,
braid trimmed collars and cuffs, satin lined, long
colore blue, black, brown and green
f

panel

back,

tunic;

skirt,

Santa Fe, N. M., SepL 30. Several
Important improvements for safeguarding the lives of miners in the
New Mexico mines are being tried
out, according to State Mine Inspector
R. H. Beddow, who Is here from Gal-

50

lup.

"One of these improvements,"' he
at the Dawson mine and Is
known as a humldfrylng apparatus. I
jitEt inspected It The object of this
device is to moisten the air In the
mines for the purpose of precipitating
the coal dust. I think it will be a
success as it has been used for three
or four years in mines in Pennsylvania and West Virginia. The use of
this apparatus is intended to lessen
the chance of explosions. In New Mexico the air is so dry that it is quite
important to increase the humidity in
coal mines. The apparatus referred
to Is designed to do this by a radiator
device and the use of pipes which run
down into the mines and shoot out
little jets of steam.
"Another scheme to lessen the dauber of explosions is the installation of
stone dust barriers to neutralize the
effect of coal dust. This dust is put on
shelving and the force of an explosion
knocks down the shelves and scatters
the dust."
Mr. BedJow stated that although
the Diamond coal mine is working
seven flays in the week, other, mines
in Colfax and McKinley county are
rui ning but four to five days a week
ovlng to the war in Europe. The demand for coal from Arizona smelters
has diminshed because the copper
mining Industry has Veen affected by
the war.
While in Clayton, T'nion county, Mr.
Hi.ddow heard of the ew coal deposit
discovered 12 miles away. It is on land
belonging to Carl Eklund, proprietor
of the Eklund hotel at Clayton. Mr.
Beddow says that so far the deposit
dees not appear to be very extensive.
said, "is

New Suits for
Women at
$15.00 and 17.50
Are Pretty Combinations oi

itrt

Distinction and Novelty

two objects
She
wants that smart, distinctive style
which emphasizes her Individuality, at
the same time she fancies a touch
of brightness that Is new and refresh-ins- .
Distinction and novelty

of admiration of every woman.

Ifpf

These suits we are showing at $15.00
$17.50 solve the
problem. The
coats are in two Btyles, Redingote and
Materials are serges, cheCossack.
viots, and novelties. All wanted colors a surprising amount of styles and
class.

to

Some $15.00
Others $17,50

New Coats $7,50 to 15.00

The person who wishes smart, stylish coats, and at a minimum
price, has been well cared for in this line of coats at $7.50 to
$15.00 New plaids, solid colors, in belted effects with flare bottoms also fcome clever designs in black with fur cloth trimstyle collars This line is sure to meet your
mingsseveral
"
approval.

30, 1914.

ALL HAD TROUBLE WITH LAW

saved hubby much xabor

MODERN DETECTIVE AT WORK

and ShakeChaucer, Bunyan,
speare Among Great Writers Who
Surfered Persecution.

Chivalrous Man Probably Made a Few
Remarks That May Be Expunged
From the Records.

Little Show for Wrongdoer When the
Sleuth Really Gets
on His Trail.

The first great figure of modern
English literature, Geoffrey Chaucer,
remarks a writer in Case and Comment, the lawyers' magazine, was
hounded from pilftr to post by his
creditors. So persistent were they that
the king of England in response to a
petition took Chaucer under his special protection and forbade that he
should be arrested or sued by anybody except on a plea connected with
land for two years.
The imperishable allegory on which
Bunyan's claim to immortality chiefly
rests, "Pilgrim's Progress," was at
least conceived in jail, and probably
the "Abounding," "Holy City," "Resurrection of the Dead," together with
other treatises and tracts, were also
composed In the "den" where he lan
He obtained his
gutshed 12 years.
full release through the Intervention
of the Quakers and his name is included in the "general pardon" passed by
the king in council In behalf of the
prisoners of that persuasion bearing
date September 13, 1672, Bunyan will
perhaps always hold rank as one of
the first among religious writers In
the English language.
Accused on the strength of a forged
document, and even while he was ambassador to Boniface VIII, of extorting money, the poet Dante was sentenced to make pecuniary reparation
and to two years' banishment. His
house was given up to pillage and his
lands devastated. Three months afterward, he having neither paid the
fine nor sought to justify himself,
his enemies condemned him to be
burned to death.
Then began for
Dante the "hell of exile."
Everybody has heard of Shakespeare's poaching adventures how
as a consequence of a charge of stealing deer In Sir Thomas Lucy's park
he was obliged to leave his business
and shelter himself In london.

A woman with 15 bundles boarded
the street car the other afternoon
when I was on my way to my suburban residence. She was a very pretty
I felt sorry for her.
young woman.
She was returning from a shopping
tour. Being a man with a kind heart,
I helped her upon the car and piled
her bundles about her. A man got on
at the same time and took a seat on
the other side of the young lady.
When the car came to my street I
was surprised to see her rise and begin to pick up her bundles. Instantly
my sense of chivalry prompted me to
help her off the car, and, as I was
going in the same direction, I asked
permission to carry her 15 bundles.
The man got oft also and started on
ahead. I was loaded down like a camel crossing the desert. In those packages she had everything from an electric flatlron to a
bag of
prunes. We trudged along about a
half mile. The man turned In at a
gate. When we reached the gate the
young lady thanked me and said: .
"This is as far as I go. I live here.
Thank you very much."
"But the man ahead of us, the man
who came out on the car with us,
turned in here, too.
"Yes," she said. "He la my husband, but he hates to carry packages
through the street." Exchange.

"Sir," said the great detective, "you
may as well confess. I always find
out everything I go after if deduction
won't work, I use force."
"But confound It, I tell you," spluttered the banker, mopping his perspiring brow, "I say I have nothing to
confess! I have been at my desk

Dante,
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Man Who Reaches the Age of Thirty
May Congratulate Himself on
Many Things.

five-poun-

WOLVES ARE HARD

every afternoon for the past three
months, and I can prove it"
"Well, why don't you prove It?" demanded the great detective.
"Because, no matter how hard the
wind blows, she is still his mother,"
retorted the banker sarcastically.
"Is that a species of the caprlcornus
hunkydory on your wrist?" cried the
great detective suddenly.
"Where?" said the banker, and flung
up his wrist. Quick as a flash of buttered lightning the great detective
seized It, stabbed it sharply with a
small stiletto which he had concealed
In his hand, and as quickly whipped
off his hat to catch the resultant six
drops of blood.
In the silence of his laboratory that
night he examined them.
"Tannic acid! Just full of It," he
exulted. "He could never get himself
In that condition wlthotlt attending
tango teas every afternoon for months!
Now to Identify the brand of tea by
the acid, thus locate the hotel that
uses It, and In that way discover the
woman and presto, his wife gets her
TO TRAP divorce and I get a $10,000 fee hee
hee!" Exchange.

Snares, to Be at All Effective, Must Be
Handled Only With
Gloves.
Wolves are the most difficult of ail
animals to traps, and it is usually by
working upon their uncontrollable curiosity that they are most easily deceived. The "campfire Bet" Is one of
the best. When a man makes camp In
the forest the wolves, if there are any
near, are sure to note his whereabouts.
When he has gone they trot up to In
vestigate the ground, and with due
caution pick up any scraps he may
have left lying about. The "campfire
set" Is made as follows: First, hollow
out an oblong hole in the ground, just
large enough to take the trap, and perhaps five inches deep. Cover the trap
with a sheet of brown paper, and over
this fill the hole with damp earth.
Then light a fire on the top of it, and
into the fire, as It grows low, throw a
few scraps of raw meat.
Should a wolf come along to Investigate the place, he is sure to sceut
the cooked meat, and will start
scratching in the ashes for it, thus, of
course springing the trap.
One of the greatest difficulties in
is to hide the aforesaid
telltale scents, so keen Is their sense
The traps must never be
of smell.
handled with the naked fingers. Old
gloves, soaked In oil or fat, are used,
and it Is best to Bmoke the trap over a
"sniudge" fire before Betting
then inclose it in a paper bag. H
Mortimer Batten, in Wide World.

medical lecture recently declared
in many ways thirty is the critical
age in the average man's life. Once
you reach thirty you have outgrown
many serious diseases. On the other hand, you become liable to many
others that seldom or never attack
people in the teens or twenties.
MILLINER Yr Another Shipment just Arrived
Anemia, for instance, is practically
unknown after thirty. If you have not
is
our
of
the
the
best
of
the
proof
popularity
millinery,
Possibly
had it by then you never will. If you
difficulty we are having In getting the hats In fast enough. The
have, you wiH have outgrown it at
reason is self evident the smart, nifty, New York styles we are
thirty or so. Acne, too that spottiAMERICAN
showing and at popular prices ($2.00 to $C50) are hard to equal.
FISHERIES SOCIETY ness of complexion so common among
Washington, Sept. 30. Game and young people, Is certain to have vanfish wardens from numerous states ished by then.
Thirty, too, sees you out of the
and from several of the Canadian
reach of the
of all diseases,
MEXICO NEEDS MACNINERY
J
DEER HUNTING IN MAINE
gathered in Washing-to- p consumption. Ir yeu have shown no
provipcpJiave
Adv-liangor, Me., Sept. 30. Maine's deer J Galveston, Texas, Sept 1 30. With
part In the', forty-fourtsign of it by then in all probability
of the American Fish- you never will.
hunting season opens tomorrow and the prospects growing brighter for the nnj ig
If you have hitherto
will continue until the middle of De- restoration of peace In Mco, it Is eries' society. The meeting will conescaped rheumatic fever, too, you are
cember. The hunting prospects this expected that a large trade will soou tinue four days and will be devoted fairly safe from it for life.. Epilepsy
season are said to be good, and hun- open with that country, particularly to the discussion of uniform Jaws and and goiter, too, never make their first
The Moon and Timber.
dreds of sportsmen are heading for of agricultural Implements and ma other matters pertaining to the con- attacks on anyone who has reached
It may be asked in all seriousness
how much longer the superstition will
those sections of the state where the chinery. Already some large purchas servation and development of Ameri- thirty.
live which ascribes to the moon an
wild game is most plentiful.
The es of plows, cultivators, tractlofl en- - can fisheries.
This unsciinfluence over timber?
Bank
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EARL ROBERTS 82 YEARS OLD
jo1
ticular shade that will baffle the bank- held a place In the backwoods, where
only dark spot in the otherwise bright Mexican farmers and as soon as the
London, Sept. 30. Field Marshal note forger are now possible. As people were prone to accept the teachoutlook for the hunter. The woods in railroads of that country are nlaced Earl Roberts of Kandahar, Pretoria Is known, most of the expert bank-noting! of tradition without much conmost parts of the state are now as'
use
to
cern about cause and effect; but It
obtain
forgers
photography
ghape to handle tmffl0 promptly aud Waterford, former commander-in-chie- f
inrecent
best
a
but
is rather late In the day now for edutheir
results;
dry as tinder-t- oo
noisy for success- - hf &yy Bhipment8 of Amerlcan farm ma-freceived
British
of the
army,
to
vention
makes
it
cated
manufacpeople to attribute to the dead,
still hunting and with danger of
possible
cWnery and lmplements wln be ma(le congratulations today "on his elghty-suonBilk
an influence on vegetation.
moon
shade
ture
a
of
Inert
that
particular
sweeping fires in .every .park of a'to a the prlnclpal distributing
birthday anniversary. Earl cannot possibly be photographed.
If there Is anything certain It is
fire.
camp
Notwithstanding' erjJ
Roberta was born In India in 1S32 and
Discovered by a woman, this In- that the moon has no observable effect
the Inroad that have been made in
is a new process for water- on the flow of a tree's sap or on the
19
vention
at
the
of
entered
Another
age.
army
years
very
advantage
important
lire deer and moose population of ' which
dealers In American machinery Following his success in the South proofing fabrics without rubber and characters and qualities of the wood.
Maine since the railroad from liangor:
and implements now Lave as to the African campaign he was made com- - dyeing them in the same operation. It can be argued scientifically that
cotton or other materials to it cannot have, and it has been dem
penetrated the vast wilderness ex-- '
in 1900 and continued Linen,
Mexican trade Is that all competition mnnder-in-chibe treated by this process are placed onstrated In practice that it does not
tending to the Canadian line this'
,
,
as
1904.
until
such
white into one end of the machine have such effect. Apparently there is
state still has, according to the most nuiu uenimiiy is cut on. ine duik
of the machinery and hardware trade
and brought out at the other end a some mistake In the statement that
reliable estimates,
of all the
Leach Cross and Charley White few minutes later colored, water- the felling is done by moonlight, or
Mexico up to the time of the presef
deer in the country. This is due to
ent war was in the hands of the Ger- - have been signed for a clash at Mi- proofed and dry. Fabrics so pro- with regard to any phase of the moon.
laws, which hav lieen tn-- .
duced, the inventor maintains, can Accounts of modern mahogany-loggina11 the larer cItie8 of the lwaukee October 16.
forced as well as an army of wardens man8' In
be used iu hundreds of trades, from operations in America and Africa do
.country Cermans owned large whole- makcan. enforce them.
not mention that custom. In some of
aeroplane building to bank-notjFele.and retaoll machinery and lmple- the tropical regions hauling logs from
ing.
"
nient houses.
Some of them have
the woods Is done at night because the
heat by day cannot be endured by the
CURRENT MAGAZINES
WHY IT SUCCEEDS
;Eme out of business as a result of the
Reciprocity.
With a feeling of sadness for the re- men and teams. Hardwood Record.
prolonged revolution, but they are
cipient, Dorothy finally concluded to
Because It's For One Thing Only and BtlU a blS factr In that trade,
Historic Clontarf.
pen a missive to her former fiancee.
tr ough, they may not be able to ob-'- r
The "October Strand Magazine
j
Las Vegas People Appre- "Dear Harold," it read. "No doubt
is one of the most historic
Clontarf
'
their
in
stocks
con,ta'n
at
this
The October Strand Magazine
Germany
elate This
are aware that 1 am to marry spots In Ireland. It was there that,
you
time.
tains a notable, contribution from Sir Mr. Anthony the coming month.
I on Good
Friday, April 23, 1014, Brian
Douglas Mawson descriptive of his shall, therefore, appreciate It very Boru and the men of Muuster,
Nothing can be good for everything.
and Mealh fought the Danes.
Doing one thing well brings sucthrilling experiences in the Antarctic much if you will burn all the little
MURDER TRIAL DELAYED
I sent you, assuring you of renotes
was
Brian
killed in his tent Sigurd;
cess.
both
which
course
of
the
in
Santa Fe, Sept. M0. Progress in the regions,
Doan's Kidney pills are for one trial of Gumecindo Garcia for man his companions lost their lives, and ciprocity in regard to those you sent Earl o7 Orkney and Caithness, perme.
ished also, and 11,000 Irishmen and
Dorothy Bell."
thing only.
slaughter growing out of the killing he himself, after perhaps the most terof above 13,000 Danes are 6aid to have fallen.
uppn
receipt
Immediately
For weak or dlsordred kidneys.
of Enrique Ribera at Glorieta, was rific perils out of which any adventurthe young man made this reply:
Victory remained with the Irish, but
Here is East Las Vegas evidence to delayed by the argument of law er has ever escaped alive, was just
"Dear Dorothy: I shall certainly com- the Danes reoccupled Dublin,
prove their worth.
Four witnesses were htard. alle to reach safety. This article, ply with your request, and at once.
points.
In modern times O'Connell's mon.
w
i
ft n
i a.
Tl
rmz oena, i.sut
iweutn
street, East including Dr. David Knapp, who made which Explorer Mason entitles "Out And, incidentally, as your new fiance ster meetings for Repeal were to have
i naa DacKacne tne postmortem
vesas, says:
examination..,
The of the Jaws of Death," Is to be follow also holds a few notes of mine, Lahall culminated at Clontarf. But the meetconstantly for several weeks. In the case will go to the jury tomorrow, ed by others. The series of articles count It a great favor should you be ing was prohibited by the government,
able to Induce him to burn them with and O'Connell was put upon his trial
morning when I got up, t Buffered The only eye witness to the killing, entitled
"How They 'Broke Into
Harold Sawyer."
the rest.
for conspiracy and convicted, though
'
terribly from pains over my kidneys. outside of the accused. Is said to be Print' " is continued, the authors dealt
the verdict was eventually reversed
Exercise brought some relief, hot in Colorado and service on him could viith in the
present paper including
by the house of lords.
She Took Exceptions.
"didn't rid me of the trouble. The kid - not be secured. David Gonzales was Key Nortno, Holman
Day, Mary "EA woman was excluded from a
r.ey secretions bothered me, too. Hear arraigned this forenoon in the dis-- lliott Seawell,
Mary Dillon, Will N. church In England because she sang
An Egg In the Wilderness.
fng so much said In praise of Doan's triet court today on the charge of Ilarben, Irving Bacheler and ' John like a frog and spoke the responses
An amusing little incident concernKidney Pills, I got a box. After I perjury and pleaded not guilty. A Breckenridge Ellis. There are
In what she called the "Protestant
ing an egg is told by Captain Stigand
had taken a few doses, I conld see a similar plea was entered by Isabel
on "The Wonders of Bird Group- voice." An English paper recalls In in his "Hunting the Elephant in Afvuargea wnn assault with a ing" a beautifully illustrated account connection with the incident the rica." "It was a solitary ostrich's egg
i;uii5o n,r iuo Beuer. u amn i require '
story of Elizabeth Fry, the Quakeress, that I found In the open. I supposed
more than one box to make a cure. deadly weapon. His trial was set for of how the
bird who was once
very remarkable
"testifying," as Quakers It had been dropped by the ostrich
I have been free from kidney trouble October 8.
groups in the American Museum 'of allow women to do, until she came
she had decided wfeere to make
ever since."
Xptural History were made and "The to the lines in 1 Corinthians where tlTe her aest. I ate that egg in omelets for
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't slm-- 1
The Annapolis middie will play Women Flag Members of the New apostle says, "Let your women keep three
days, thinking myself lucky to
s
ply ask for a kidney remedy get Pennsylvania at Franklin Field
silence in the churches." She closed get an egg so far from civilization,
d
York Yacht club." The fiction Is
the book and said In a firm, clear but marveling ni.ch at its peculiar flasame that er 17. The Navy has never played
Kidney PMs-n- he
by Herman Sclieffauer, Morley
Mr. Sena had. Foster-MilburCo, away from home except against t'ie Roberts, Arthur Morrison, E. R. Pun- - voice, "On this point St. Paul and I vor. From later experience of ostrich
are at Issue,"
eggs, I now know that egg was bad!"
Army.
Props., Buffalo, N. Y. Adv.
ff.hrn and other well known writers.
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STOPS HEADACHE Oil
NEURALGIA AT ONCE
Don't Suffer! Get a
Package
of Dr. James' Headache
Powders
nt

a

You can clear your head and relieve
dull, splitting or violent throbbing

headache in a moment with a Dr.
James' Headache Powder. This
e
headache relief acts almost magically. Send some one to drug store
now for a dime package and a few
moments after you take a powder you
will wonder what became of the head
ache, neuralgia and ipalni. Stop suf
feringit's needless. Bet sure you get
what you ask for. Adv.
old-tim-

GENERAL

LOVE

OF

PRAISE

to All Mortals, and In Its
Proper Form Is Not an Instinct of Evil.

Common

Love of praise is one of the weaknesses of mortals. Some there be,
who if not praised by others, don't
hesitate to praise themselves. If
praised by others, they parade, with
no thought of the "delicacy of praise,"
what others say of them. Such deem
it legitimate to solicit the praise for
which they lust, knowing that there
are men in the world who are as
careless in attesting and magnifying
the assumed virtues of others as
LIVE FOREVER IN MEMORY many are in signing petitions, of the
substance of which they take no
Loved Dead Who Have Gone Before thought.
This love of praise is confined to
May Still Speak to Us With
no class of men. It is an Incentive to
Compelling Voices.
the poor man who works faithfully
for his dally bread; the average man
Who has not known old men and of wealth
Is not deaf to praise, even
women, bent by the storms of life,
it may come from one of his
though
bearing on their foreheads the scars menials. This love of praise Is not
of bereavement? They have lowered
an Instinct of evil, It may be just the
into the tomb with the sons and daughIf It is born of a desire to
opposite
ters they loved the most precious be
thought well of by one's fellow-meon
had
there
But
earth.
thing they
or of a purpose to make oneself
was bo much kindness In their eyes
of the confidence and esteem
worthy
and so much peace in their faces, that of
others,
by treating others as one
we are won, we know not how. And would
have them treat him.
before the peace which their loved
dead have shed about their heads, we
Curious Gaelic Alphabet.
bow as low as the hills bow before
A very curious and distinguishing
Mont Blanc. For you, young men and
women, who perhaps have lost a father characteristic of the Gaelic alphabet
or a mother, no precept, no book, no is that nearly every letter thereof Is
alexample, however great it may be, represented by a tree. While the
can do as much as their momory at phabet of ancient Gaelic comprised
the bottom of your heart, if you keep but 17 letters, that of modern Gaelic
it sacred. They are here no longer to ha3 IS. But with the new, as with
follow you, to console you, to point the old, forms the letter is represented
a tree. The exceptions are "g,"
out the wuy for you, nor to rebuke you by
' t" and
"u," which stand for "ivy,"
voices
by raising their
against your
errors; but in the silence their mem- "furzo" and "heather."
The alphabet now Rtands:
Allm,
ory speaks to your hearts, and If you
are responsive It will be seen that this beite, coll, dur, eagh, fearn, gain,
compelling voice of absent loved ones huath, iogh, luis, muin, oivj peith, rui?,
is able to accomplish more with you su!l, teine, ur, all of which is equal to
than ever their direct advice aud their eaying: Elm, birch, hazel, oak, aspen,
or
material presence was able to effect, alder, ivy, whltehorn, yew, rowan,
quicken, vine, ash, spindle tree, pine,
Christian Herald
eider, willow, furze, heath. In the old
Gaelic alphabet the letter "h" (the
Got What He Wanted.
huath or whitehorn) does not exist.
Two venerable theologians in an upThe alphabet is called the
state town were very friendly, despite
because "b," "1," "n" and not
their differences in belief. One, who
"c" are the first three letters.
"b,"
"a,"
was about seventy, was an Episcopalian, while the other, who was slightMarvel of Surgery.
j
ly younger, was a Presbyterian.
Doctor VannuccI, the chief Burgeon
The predecessor of the Episcopalian
in that town had always liked to be of the hospital at Plstola (Italy), has
addressed as "Father N."
Having .accomplished a marvel of surgery,
got used to this title in conversa- says the London Mail. He operated
tion with the predecessor the Presby- on a girl named Maria Tondlui to reterian minister used it several times move a needle that had accidentally
in speaking to the new rector, who did been run Into her body nesrr her heart,
not want to be addressed that way. which In its action came into contact
with the point of the needle. The surSeveral times he asked the Presbyterian to omit the . title in his direct geon was holding the girl's heart in
conversation, but without result. One his hand when Its pulsation violent at .
first gradually ceased. "It Is all over,"
day an explosion came.
"See here, Doctor B.," said the ven- he exclaimed, but, as a last hope he
erable but irate rector, "for some time started massaging the heart. Little
I have been asking you to stop calling by little Its activity was stimulated,
me 'father.' If you do it again, I shall and the operation was successfully fincall you 'mother,' and If you do It again ished.
after that I shall call you 'grandmother.' "
The Master's Voice.
The threat had the desired effect
"We have come," said the chairman
of the committee, "to ask you to take
this nomination. The city needs a
"Language" Hath Charms.
Few people enjoy a Joke more heart- man like you strong, brave,
owning no master,
ily than Sir Oliver Ledger, the principal of Birmingham university and fearing no man."
The great man was visibly touched.
a foremost authority cn many things
"I'll not deny," said he, "that your
in this world and some few In the
next. Among the stories he Is fond kind words have shaken my resoluof telling Is that of a bishop who tion. I trust that, if elected, I may
was walking along a canal towpatb justify your confidence and prove that
when he heard a bargee using very I am Indeed strong, brave,
that I own no master and fear-nstrong language to the horse. The
man. Suppose you wait a minute-tilbishop remonstrated in stately terms
I see If my wife will let me acand pointed out that such profanity
,
liscept?"
was most unseemly.
Ihe bargee
tened respectfully and then scratched
i
FAST ENOUGH
his head ruefully as he replied: "It's
I
sees
what
you
all right, gov'nor,
mean, and I'll speak quieter like. But
I'm afeard as how It'll be a hit lonesome like for the hoss."
n,

.

-

self-mad- e,

self-relian-

self-relian-

War Over a Glass of Water.
The war of the Spanish succession,
in which the great duke of Marlborough played a brilliant part, was said
to be the outcome of a glass of water
at a ball at the Tuileries in Paris.
One of the court ladies had expressed a wUh for a drink of water
In the hearing of the British and
Spanish ambassadors, who hastened to
get it for her. Returning each with
a tumbler, they found the fair bird
had flown and was dancing with a
French statesman. The English diplomat accidentally. It Is presumed
brushed against the Spaniard and upset the glass he was carrying. This
ridiculous ircident inflamed the jealousies of the nations and turned the
balance in f.ivor of war.

Manager What are your qualifica-tion- s
for the position as leading man I
Aspirant I can do a mile in 3:10.
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craves
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and
by the penitentiary. The
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to
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these
there
like
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qualities
, If you
foi storewindows and draftsmen
have never used S. S. 8. for
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the paving on the north
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emollient
effective
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rheumatism, get a bottle today of any
Waldo Twltchell, Owen Wood, B. C. jet
from Cuticura Olntmont, wliicli render it
side of the Plaza, while property owndruggist. t'se It as directed and with
aome almple home helps yon wilt soon
F.roome and others are getting out most valuable in overcoming a tendency to ers and
the city divide the cost on
dethrone the worst and most painful
eruptions and promoting a nororiginal and striking posters distressing
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medithe
forms of rheumatism.
Write the
and east sidns.
of
hair
mal
skin
health.
condition
and
cal department. The Swift Specific Co., pany.
urging every one to attend church on Cuticura Soap (25c) and Cuticura OintEngineer R. I Cooper has been
(13
Swift Illdg., Atlanta, fia., for addiYours may be a case
tional advice.
In addition to a modern job plant, Sunday in conformance with the pro- ment (50c.) sold by druggists and dealers recalled from the construction of the
This throughout the world. Liberal sample of
where a sliRht help from a specialist
new company will publish a week- clamation of President Wilson.
the
pile bridges over the Rio Pnereo on
book on the
each mailed free, with 32-whose advice Is free, will solve the mysthe
meets
unequiwith
'J Cutithe Los Lunas-Gallu- p
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road to supertery that lias been making life miserable ly newspaper, the first issue of which proclamation
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vocal approval of Governor McDonald.
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cura,
Dept.
alv. ill appear on
vise the construction of the eapltol
The
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Friday.
upon It and refuse all substitutes.
Special sermons and special music
sewer system at a cost of $16,000 of
ready has a liberal advertising patronhavebeen arranged for. At the Episinwhich the state pays $9,000 and the
age. The mechanical plant will be
Howden will
"A FRATERNAL ASS"
city $7,000. Work on this is to begin
stalled as soon as the Seligman block copal church, Bishop
Santa Fe, Sept. 30. Abbreviations av the end of the Santa Fe
the peace sermon. SPECIAL SERVICES
on October 1.
Trail, at probably preach
are time savers, but at times they tho
southeast corner of the Plaza, In the Scottish Rite Masonic cathedral,
ni pear absurd. At least. Insurance has been reconstructed for the pur- on Sunday evening, at the opening of
FOR PEACE SUNDAY
MANY CANDIDATES
Masonic
Commissioner Jacobo Chaves Insists
Rite
reunion,
Scottish
the
Santa Fe, Sept 30. Union, like
pose. The weekly paper is to be made
do
and
for
will
that they
offer prayers
peace.
proves it by showing a
Luna county, now has four legislative
morning daily during the legislative clergymen
who does not attend
the following official communication
session and if support justifies to be The Santa Fean
candidates in the field. The repubPROMAKES
BISHOP
EPISCOPAL
Sun-tinfrom Wilkesbarre, Pa., signed by H.
one service or mass on
continued thereafter.
licans have nominated O. T. Toombs
Negotiations at least
VISION FOR PRAYERS ALL
B. Smith:
will be the exception.
are pending with the Associated Press
and Candelario Vigil; the democrats
STATE
THE
OVER
"What will it cost to regulate a
and the International or Hearst serv-- .
have named G. C. Smith and Serapio
SPAIN TO BUY IN UNITED STATES
Ass, doing a business similar ice for a
the progressives have endorsreport.
Miera;
press
night
to the Heralds of Liberty now regisPhiladelphia, Sept. 30. Spain is in
ed Smith and nominated a man nam30.
B.
milF.
Santa
Bishop
Fe,
Sept.
several
the American market for
tered and doing business in your state?
ed Ingram. The socialists have nomiAIDING WORTHY CHARGE
lion dollars' worth cf ordnance and Howden has established a special
Also, What will it cost to get a charnated, T. N. Tillman and S. C. Thomp30.
SunWoman's
The
Alform
next
used
to
be
Santa
of
service
Fe, Sept.
rifle making machinery. King
ter, in your state to form a Fraternal
son.
Board of Trade has raised $27 with a fonso's government also looks to day In aill churches of the New Mexico
At:s?"
When put up to Assistant Attorney sale of home made cakes and cookies. America for a large and complete diocese on account of President WilCARNIVAL WEEK IN OMAHA
General Harry S. Clancy this fore- The money will go toward renewing supply of dredging machines, concrete son having designated that day as
30. Omaha's
ex- one of prayer and supplication, and
Neb., Sept.
The
Omaha,
for
and
machines
magazines.
city
subscriptions
mixers,
conveying
noon, he suggested sending the picreannual
fall
to
carnival
to
over
asked
of
all
crushhas
stone
persons
money owing cavators, locomotives and
government
paid
ture of a burro to the applicant.
the board from back taxes and has ers, for the erection of what a com- pair on that day to their places of which has been added this year a
pledged itself to "appropriate sufficient munication just received from a large worship, to petition Almighty God to heme coming week celebration, openColic and DTarrheoa Cured
to maintain the public library if Hie Madrid firm representing the Spanish make peace and restore concord ed today under conditions that prom
No one who has used the prepara- b'ard will continue to look after the
ises the mobt successful affair of Its
government calls "Important public among men."
tion will doubt the statement of Mrs. Flaza. In the meanwhile, societies, works," which
out
To
recommendation
Rinu ever neta in tins city, in addithis
fortimeans
carry
prpbably
Jennie Brown, Logansport, Ind., who tueiness men and private corporations fications. The letter from Madrid is Bishop Howden has set fortk a special tion to the usual festival features, inwrites, "Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera are coming to the aid tit tho board one of a number recently received by service for that day, to be followed, in cluding electrical pageants," fraternal
and Diarrhoea Remedy has been used to enrAle it to look systematically af- the foreign trade bureau of the Phila- connection with the morning service, and civic parades the coronation ball,
by members of my family and myself ter charity needs this winter.
delphia Commercial Museum from Eu- In all the Episcopal churches in New band concerts and the street carnival
for the past 20 years. For cramps
attractions, the1 program provides for
ropean firms asking for the names Mexico.
and summer complaint it cannot be
It Is good fortune to Santa1 Fe that a big reunion of the Nebraska Terriof American firms who could furnish
FOOTBALL NOTES
beat." For sale by all dealers. Adv.
the materials, desired. Other inquiries the bishop himself is going to pass torial Pioneers, with historical exerJoe Pendleton, the well known re: for "made In America"
products come next Sunday in the Capital City, and cises of an interesting nature.
feree of football games in the east, from Norway and Holland, and, taken officiate in tha Cnurch of the Holy
Eddie Shevlin, the Boston welter- win again be on the job this year.
in connection with the one from Spain Faith.
POSTPONED UNTIL NOVEMBER
Tack Hardwick of the Crimson elev- - indicate that the great commercial
weight who has been boxing Instruc
New York, Sept 30. The biennial
tor at Dartmouth College, has resign- - en Is the strongest man at Harvard,
export boom with Europe, which was - APPOINTMENT IS POPULAR
national convention of the United
ed to accept a similar position at Cor--; I having set up a new strength test rec
predicted at the outbreak of the war,
iSanta Fe, Sept. 30. The apolntr Irish league of American , which was
of 1,381 points.
all.
has been born. The foreign buyers ment of Jaunes I Seligman as post- scheduled to begin its sessions at the
point out that they are compelled to master by President Wilson proves Waldorf-Astori- a
d
today, Has been
seek the American markets because popular. Mr. Seligman is a prominuntil November 10. At that
those of Germany and France, where ent business and is bound to give the time, it Is expected, representative
thev formerly "placed their orders
an efficient administration. Irishmen from every slate of the union
have been closed as a result of the1 It is recalled that in the last pre end from Canada will assemble here
conflict.
vious administration his uncle, Adolph to celebrate the triumph, of home rule
MOST
YOUR
Seligman, was postmaster, and his for Ireland. The postponement of the
MAPS FOR SCHOOLS
uncle on the mother's side, Simon convention was made in order to inSanta Fe, Sept 30. The state cor- Nfcfcgbauni, was postmaster ut to 1902 sure the attendance of
representatives
poration commission today sent one under the republican administrations cf the Irish parliamentary
party.
Mexico
New
of its railroad maps of
that followed, after having also been John Redmond will, it is expected,
to every rural school house in the assitetanitt postmaster, so that the head the
parliamentary delegation.
state, the department of education co- postmastership may be said to run
foot oMadl
and
In
mailing in 'the family, both Adolph Seligman
addressing
operating
BANKS MAKE REPORTS
the maps.
and Nussbaum making excellent rec
Santa Fe, Sept. 30. Sixteen out of
ords.
tne 51 state banks and trust com
The newly appointed postmaster is
have thus far made their repanies
a native of Philadelphia, Pa., and
to the -- traveling auditor. The
ports
graduated from Swarthmore in 1886.
thus far received Indicate that
He was connected with the office of reports
CAPITAL PAID IN
conditions
of prosperity in New Mex
8URPLUI
the surveyor general of Utah as civil
ico continue.
100,000.M
engineer until 1895 when he came to
Assistant Traveling Auditor Walter
Santa Fe to join in partnership with
L. Kegel leaves tomorrow for Clovis
Arthur Selig
his brother,
man. He is a member of the boaird to appear as a witness for the state
!&-- r.
c
9
:s5v.
J I v
of regents of the New Mexico mu- apalnst the former county clerk who
was suspended on accouct of Irreguseum, served as member of the board
of education and has been to the fore larities with which he was charged by
D, T. Hoiklna. Catoler.
I. M. Cunningham, Preside it
. .
in democratic party politics, always the traveling auditor'3 office.
Frank Springer,
E.tate Treasurer O. N. Marron toon, the conservative side, however,
received $33.25 tor the game proday
and opposed to radicalism. He Is dis
tection
fund from Game Warden T.
of
officer
the
national guard
bursing
C. de Baca.
and keen in his Interest in militia mat
ters. He is married, hag a son at An
HoW ThlsT
napolis, while his daughter attends
We
offer
One
Hundred Dollars Rehigh school here. He Is a member
case
ward
for
of Catarrh that can
any
club
and
Fe
Santa
other
of the
organ
izations and with Mrs. Selgiman Is a not be cured by Hall' BCatarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 01.
leader in local society.
We, the undersigned, have known P.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
A GOOD
POSITION
believe him perfectly honorable In all
CAPITAL
Santa Fe, Sept. 30. Miss Olauce business transactions and financially
Wilson, daughter of Mrs. H. U Wil- - able to carry out any obligations made
National
the
with
Office
San
Bjufc
Mirjuci
son, librarian of the School of Ameri- liia firm.
i
can Archaeology and New Mexico mu- NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
seum, today accepted a position as
Toledo, O.
WH. Q. HAYDOft
.rmiaenl
librarian of the medical library at
Hall's Catarrh Cur ia taken InterH. W. tKLLT
JTI
m.
precldeat
Pan Francisco of the University of nally, acting directly upon the blood
.VraMmrw
D. t. HOSKINI. .
California and will leave within two and mucous surfaces of the system.
weeks for her new poet of duty. Be- Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
fore coming to Santa Fe, Miss .Wilson per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
had a position with the New York
pation. Adv..
public library.
Santa Fe, Sept. 30. The Incorporation papers of the State Publishing
company were signed up late yesterday :y the Incorporators, W. O. Sargent, Frank Staplin, J. Wight
and Guilberto Mlrabal, and were
filed this morning with the state corporation commission. The above named are the directors with the following: Fred A. liusch of Silver City, W.
H. Long, Roswell; H. II . Kelly, Dem-inVeiiiceslao J.tramillo, El Rito;
John L. Boyle, Raton; Manuel Mar
tinez, Clayton," and Orval Ricketts,
Farmlngton. Four more directors will
be named later, of whom at least one
ill he from Albuquerque and one from
Las Vegas. The capitalization is
$:0,000 divided into 5,000 shares. The
paid-u- p
capital Is $15,000, the stockholders coming from every part of the
stale and representative of all parties. Frank Staplin is named the statutory agent and Santa Fe is to be
tbu official headquarters of the com-
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It it said Michigan supporters are
Winnipeg promoters are trying toj
offering wagers at evens that the arrange a match between Freddie 1
Wolverines will defeat Harvard when Welsh, the lightweignt champion, and
two elevens meet at Cambridge on Pal Brown, a Hibblng, Minn.
October 15.
A Lame Back
Kidney Trouble Causes!
It
Cost Kept Down Quality Kept Up
And it will give you even worse 1
No better medicine could be made
for coughs, colds, croup, hoarseness, not checked. Mrs. H. T. Straynge
tickling throat, bronchitis, etc., than Gainesville, Ga,, was fairly down oe
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. her back with kidney trouble and in
That's why they cant improve the flamed bladder. She says: "I took
quality, and war or no war, the price Foley Kidney Pills and now my back
remains the same. No opiates. Don't Is stronger than in years, and both
take substitutes, for Foley's Honey kidney and bladder troubles are en
Schaefer tirely gone." O. G. Schaefer and Red
and Tar is the best O.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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With Just a Touch of a Button
Just a pressure of a button or a twitch of a switch, the
room is flooded with the clear, mellow glow of ELECTRIC
LIGHT. Its soft steady light rests old eyes and prevents
eye strain in the little folk. .. It is a
great aid to students studying at

night.

If your home is not wired for Electric
Light, you are depriving yourselt of
one of the greatest of modern con-

OOO

on

Your house can be
veniences.
wired, quickly and cheaply without
dirt or muss.
Phone, write or call today and we
will gladly send a representative to
make a free estimate of your wiring
it will be most inexpensive for
. cost
you to wire your home NOW for
""""""
winter comforts.

30,000.00

Interest PaJd On Deposits

11m--

4th, 1914.
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erally retard the coming of the
Indolence, insincerity,
and abuse of good nature enter into the problem. These can tie
ESTABLISHED 1871
corrected only by a developed public
sentiment and a new sense of obligaPubili.a by
tion on the part of bench and bar.
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Judge Lamm recommends few statu(Incorporated)
tory changes. He wotild provide for
which would fix responsibility
reports
...Editor.
M. M. PADGETT.
for congested dockets and thereby
have a tendency to expedite justice.
In arguing for publicity for such reports the judge said "And why should
not the governor or attorney general
Entered at the postofflco at East report the facts to the people? Do
Us Vega, New Mexico for trans-lslo- a not the people out of their own pock
through the United BUtes ets maintain the courts by taxation,
Bails as second class matter.
and can It be said that the character
and degree of public service rendered
in courts are not business of theirs?"
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
--o
Dally, by Carrier
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Neidenburg," he said, "which started of tubercular patients.
The advantage of having someone
is of age, and makes preparations ac
Washington, .Sept,
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cordingly.
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The Globe Express company, which the
The Russians sent masses of troops
and tho way to place of the conference committee on the
for assistance, and that nobleman,
process
has two offices in Santa Fe and 187
against our line In close formation. EXHIBIT OF ANCIENT
.lio is acquainted with Rose, secharges to get the best results will Clayton trust bill, joined today in tho
in the United States, showed a be
offices
werel
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cures the services of a
readily seen, and the instructions attack on the report on that measure
loss in its report. It appears that
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iised only for scouting and outposts.
hei, comes to give undoubtedly will be
and discreet actress, whom he brings
being led by Senator Reed. He asBABYLONIAN CURIOS to
the
has had a fairly prosperNo coal tar dyes, no adequate sup- The Russians used many Cossacks in
appreciated by the interested ranch- sailed the deletion of the drastic prothe Red Lion Inn, near the coun- ous company
year, however, the total operat- ers.
.
tess' country place. Cecil drives the
of many drugs and cluniicals in their main attacks.
visions.
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amounted to $342,723.51 ;
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at
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steals
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which
at
machine
wej'c
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"Both men and women lobbyists
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the total operating expenses,
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with Cecil's plans, the actress drama
ment also soon will fix maximum but it has become mild indeed- - since
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sands of Russians were killed, wound New Mexico, as an aid to the study tically declares herself Luco's wife. mestic money orders In the past year,
this'conference report came out."
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French Were in Trouble
you must) that German chemists have
the state and the people ailong a new Luco at length escapes from the
urday, leaving Las Vegas postofflce ence committee and chairman of the
Official army reports contained the line of endeavor.
outdone ours In many fields In recent
The company gives some statistics 8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m lobby committee.
The exhibit was an who asserts that she is his wife,
ana realizing that he couia never
10
on
reannouncement
that
September
"Not at all?" Senator Nelson
years.
its .equipment showing Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegaa
concerning
given in the historic reception room
But it isn't necessary to admit that a French aviator was brought down and art gallery and included 19 cuhei- make Rose believe the woman an im- that it has 273 wheel trucks, 34 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; plied. "No one is afraid of the bill
this was because we couldn't have at Frankfort and another at Muclhau- - form clay tablets from 2,000 to 5,000 postor, flees. Lord Weston discreetly double and 39 Bingle wagons, five one way, $3. Round trip tickets good as drawn by the conferees. They
sen. They both had dispatches from years old and taken from the ruins discloses to Rose only the fact that sleighs, 54 office safes and 64 guns.
done as well had we tried as hard.
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop kiiow it wont hurt them."
Germany went into chemistry as President Poincare to the Russian com- cf Nippur and other Babylonian cities, Lrrd Cecil has saved her from a bit
Germany goes into most pursuits, mander, demanding that he attack at The librarian, Mrs. N L. Wilson, at ter fate, without explaining the me
thoroughly. Germany was willing to once without fail, as the French could the same time exhibited specimens of thods employed, and the grateful girl
spend the time and money and painso cot hold out much longer if some of papyrus and pictures and post cards iaE'ists on expressing ner gratitude diGerman troops attacking them showing the ruins of Egypt. There rectly. This she does, and tells him,
necessary to win the prizes In chem-inwere not diverted to east Prussia.
ical research.
was a facsimile of the oldest book in moreover, that if she may she will
We let Germany do it and then
the world. There also were books henceforth, love him as site did her
liousht the German products or patthat a're classics on tho history of father, and his friend.
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mil-nar- y

Berlin Hears of Fighting
L'erlin, Sept. 30 (via London)

A

report given out at army headquarters
today says:
"There has been general fighting
on our right wing in France, but nothing decisive. The center is quiet.
The French advances In the vicinity of
Verdun, and Toul have been

a

2

1

For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.

"

We have a complete line of

and domestic suitings,

for-eig- n

com-

prising all the latest weaves, and

at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.

CHAS. LEWIS
TAILOR

First: Will my money be safe?
Second: Can I get it when I want it?

Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

ntry card, printed below, must bo mailed to Mrs. Oiiarles Trunk
bull. Last Las Vegas, New Mo.cico. Chairman of the Committee on entries of that departmeat. N'ctica of time of Judging appoinment will be
mailed to all making their entiles early. Entries in this department
close at 12 o'clock noon, Saturday, October 3. Examination will be made
No child Buffering
on October 5 and 6. No entrance fee is required1.
from any acute or constitutional diseases may be entered. All babies
between .the ages of one to four years, both male and female, are eligible
to entry. There will be three divisions. Division A being from one to
two years old, Division B from two to three years old. Division C from
three to four years old. In each division a first priz of $5 in gold will
be awarded to the best male child and to the best ftmale child.

& Trust Company
Peoples Bank
and
Capital
Surplus
$125,000.00

The following is the form of entry card used:
Entry No.
Division

"

m

Name of child
A Central News ti.'ipatch from Antwerp says:
'The Germans again bombarded
AioBt and set the town afire. Fierce
fighting is raging at various points
ali.ng the whole line."

Italians Talk of War
Rome, Sept. 30 (via Paris). Meetings were held today by the various
Italian parliamentary groups to discuss the situation. Resolutions were
passed at all the gatherings substantially approving the attitude of the
government on condition that Its neutrality shall mean, the sure protection
of Italian interests.
Italian Warship Sunk
Rome, Sept. 30 (via Paris)
Italian torpedo boat is reported
hr.ve been sunk today by a mine
tween A'enice and Comancho In
Adriatic Sea. No confirmation of
report can be obtained.

Age:' Years

Months

the

the

Cables are Cut
A Central News
dinpatch from Copenhagen says that
all cable connections between Sweden and Germany have been cut, in
consequence, It is stated, of the great
gale. It Is reported that Germany has
t:ecn without any foreign mail since
last week. The Danish government is
Issuing a domestic state loan of 60,000,-0kroners (approximately $13,000,- London, Sept. 30.

0i

MELLEN STILL TALKS
York, Sept. 30. Charh s S.
Melien, former president of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad company, continued this afternoon his testimony before the special

New

grand jury empaneled to Investigate
the criminal allegations against the
New Haven management.
John W.
H. Crimm, Mr. Melltn's attorney, said
that Indications were that Mr. Mellen
would not' be able to finish his testimony today and that he might bo on
the stand for two or three days more.
It wa.s reported that Mr. Mellen's
covered much the same
ground he went over in his recent
examination at Washington by the
interstate commerce commission.
LEAVE LONDON "BROKE"
London, Sept. 30. More than. 100
steerage passengers who had been
provided with transportation by the
American relief committee, sailed today from England for the United
States, practically clearing London of
penniless Americans. Those arriving
here lately are Americans with funds
who had remained In Germany until
they felt It was no longer safe there.

Address

All parties wishing to enter their children
and mail to Mrs. Trumbull at above address.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

OCT., 5 TO IP,

Tickets cn Sale Oct. 3rd to 10th Inclusive

WANT SQUARE

DEAL

HOLIDAY

For Other Information See D. L. BATCflELOR, Agent.

flu

TONIGHT HMO THURSDAY

EXPLOSION IN FIRE

FOR ALL THE SECTS

Washington, Seut. 30. Asking that
United States recognize no government in Mexico which floea not
giant religious liberty, a delegation
representing the American Federation
of Catholic Societies called on President Wilson today. Resolutions were
presented protesting that nuns and
priests have been robbed and murdered and property had been destroyed.
Th5 president was told that among the
priests and nuns In danger were some
Americans in Saltillo. The delegation
that the administration take
steps for their relief.
The president promised to do everything possible for those in danger.
Titles are Annulled
Official advices from Mexico City
to the state department today announced the Issuance of a decree annulling mine titles granted during the
nnerta administration.
tli;- -

Villa Talks Peace
Torreon, Mexico, Sept. 30. General
Villa has left here for Aguas Calientes

j

WORKS MANUFACTORY

noon nnn nnnnn

THREE
PEOPLE
WHEN LET-G-

KILLED
ARE
OCCURS
IN CHICAGO

Chicago, Sept. 30. H. B. Thearle,
president of the Pain Fireworks Display company of America, and two
employes were killed here today in
a fire and a series of explosions which
destroyed the one story brick building occupied by the company. Four
perons were Injured and taken to hospitals. The dead:
H. B. THEARLE, president of the
company.
E. Ml. CONNOR, a salesman.
FLROENCE HILL, stenographer.
The missing: R. F. Wolf.
An electrician named Johnson was
working in the basement at the time
of the explosion and Is believed 'q
have perished.
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CONTEST

You Will Find

A special series of fifteen single dra-

matic Photoplays, written by
Emmett Campbell Hall
featuring

j

Arthur ANDJohnson.
,ottie

i

riscoe:

and the coincident publication of the
full story in book form
.u'.A,
'"s'l'f

f

ME.

book is written by Emmett Campbell Hall, author of
PhotopIaysJainrJ wejll kp$wri as .novelist a well as a playe
halftoner illuswright, is in full cloth binding with fifteen-trations, and would ortJrnarily'sell for $ 1
Desiring that it may
share in the expense of promoting to the highest degree the sucfull-pag-

.5.

CBYSTAL BUTTER
'""

nrr

I

SCENE OF FIRST

where he expects to meet General
Obregon, head of the peace commission from Carranza. Villa has received hundreds of messages from
(Continued From Page One.)
army officers urging him to make a American,
league clubs and the two
peaceful settlement with Carranza.
major league teams in. Chicago). The
umpires for the New York games will
be Evans and Connolly of the Ameri-- 1
Must Record Lands
Washington, Sept, 30. The consti can league and Rigler and Hart of
tutionalist authorities in Ozuluma and the Nationals. American league umTantoyuca, Vera Cruz, Mexico, have pires for the Chicago" series will be
ordered all land holders to present O'Loughlin and Chill, and National
their deeds to military authorities for league representatives will be Eason
record before October 7, after which and Quigley.
the state, will take all lands unrecord
Mrs. Ed J. McWenle, who has beeu
ed. A similar decree has been issued
In Idaho Springs, Colo., for a month
by the governor of Tamaulipas.
or more visiting relatives, returned to
Las Vegas today.
.Harry Foley claims he has discov
ered a wonderful boxer in. the person
A son "was bora to Mr. and Mrs. M.
of Ralph Grunau, a lightweight of A HageBt, of the Troy hotel, last
'
Portland, Ore.
night.'
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Final Return Limit Oct. 12lh, 1914.

FOR THE
ROUND TRIP
The same vs the Regular One-Wa- y
Fare
The State Fair - The People's Annual
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it out the above form
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Exceptional Rates
wish

1

Street and No..

ArauncEMEHT
Are offered those .who
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Parents' Name

to

be-

,

Days

Sex

CATHOLICS ASK THAT RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM BE GUARANTEED
An
IN MEXICO

000.)

YO U Ri
SUIT

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.

Tht

(Continued on page Four)
The captures include
automobiles.

Three Points

October 5, 6 and 7

UNDECIDED

hands.

MVS

30, 1911

Better Babies Contest Entry Card
County Fair, at Las Vegas

FINDS RESULT

R. L. Mark of Denver is in the city
for a few days.
O. W. Moholland, of Boston, la one

of the latest business arrivals.
A. C. Bailey of Denver Is making a
fcw business calls In Las Vegas today.
W. F. Stephenson of El Paso Is here
on a short business trip.
J. P. Zinkler of Kansas City Is
among the more recent arrivals.
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Mclntyre and
daughters, of Cherry vale, are In Las
Vegas'stopplng at one of the hotels
ar.d dolns some fall shoDiiiuK.
J. B. Clark of Santa Fe is here to
PiJi'nd a short time transacting business.
la
J. G. Dockery or DallAsI Tex.,
among the recent arrivals.
E. G. Simmons of Trinidad, Colo., is
In the city for a few days.
John Van Dyk, a business man of
Denver, Is registered at one of the
hotels.
Julius Sorig of Colorado Springs is
In the city for a few days' business.
Rev. and Mrs. A. V. Lucero of Raton are In the city for a brief stay.
J. C. Duncan of St. Joseph, Mo., Is
liere to transact business for a few
days.
Judge Manuel C. de Baca returned
yesterday from Santa Fe, where he
has been for several days, engaged
on legal matters.
O, A. Larrazozo, who went to Santa
Fe last week to try a murder case
and who was expected to return to
Ias Vegas In time to accompany" the
court to Santa Rosa for Its session
there, is still detained In the capital
city by the case on which he is engaged.
United States Senator T. It. Catron
is in the city on matters pertaining
to settlements of the Antonio Ortiz
grant.
Harry Schupp of Los Angeles, Cal.,
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
YV. II.
Schupp, for a few days.
Max Krause of Mora came to Las
Vegas today to attend the servives at
Temple Montefiore.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Shertz arrived
on train No. 1 today from a visit of
several months to points in Kansas.
Mr. Shertz will resume his work at
the Wlialen garage.

DAY

SEPTEMBER

the best in all
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cess of the Photoplay,
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this book will be supplied to you at a
We have placed
price absolutely unheard of in book publishing.
the books on sale at Baily's Curio Store; the price is 25c per
copy. Get yours early, as there are only 200 for sale.
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Keeps Your Ltver Healthily Active
A man In Kentucky just told a
friend that Foley Cathartic Tablets
were the most wonderful medicine
that had entered his system. Said he
would not be without them. Neither
would you, if yo had ever tried them.
A thoroughly cleansing cathartic for
chronic constipation or for an occa
sional purge. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Pitcher Alexander of the Phillies
has pulled down a bonus of $1,000 by
winning 25 games this season.

2E3SSF9

15he

Little Girl Cured of a Cold
"Two years ago my little girl caught
a hard cold which went to her lungs
ar.l she coughed almost constantly. I
got her a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy. The beenficial effect of
this remedy was promptly demonstrated and this one bottle cured her,"
writes Mrs. Lena Kennedy, Huntington, Ind. For sale by all dealers.
Adv.

Both Springiefld and Decatur top
ped the champion Davenport team in
batting, according to Three-- I leagu
averages.
CITROLAX

OPTIC

Bhe

LOBBY

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
fSM BXST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLM

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
102 Meets every Monday night la
A. M. Regular communication first aad O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
hlxd Thursday
J. T. liuhler, Presi
he month, Visiting dially welcome.
biOthers cordially in dent; Mrs. J. T. Huhler, Secretary;
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M.. H. 8. Van C. if. Baily, Treasurer.
CHAPMAN

ir

COLUMN

Petten. Secretary,
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNi
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Reg-Mfourth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ular conclave 8econd Tues-Sy'ti- Pioneer building.
Visiting members
dey In each mcnth at Ma are cordially invited. Richard Devlna,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frauk Angel, F. 8.
ri'

Smith, E.
OPTIC'S NUMSKR,
FOR

l

MATN
ADVER-

CLASSIFIED

TISEMENTS

C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular convo-Monday In each
SP"s catlon

flt

Five cents per line eacb Insertion.
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar,
Estimate tlx ordinary wordi to a line.
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre-No ad to occupy lets space than two
si-tary.
All advertisements
lines
charged
will be booked at space actually aet I.
O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number of words.
4. Meeta every
Monday evening at
Caah In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth stseet. All Ylsiting
brethren cordially Invited, to attend,
N. Q.; A. T. Rogera,
j.
V. 0.; T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl
Man at Harvey's
WANTED
ranch Wert, Treasurer; C, V. Hedgcock,
Trustee.
for general farm work; must be Cemetery
good milker. Address Box B, City. B.
P. o. ELKS Meeta second and
Carriage out Saturday morning.
fourth Tuesday evening of each,
month Elks" home on NinO street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Win. H. SpringFOR RENT Two light housekeeping er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
rooms.
414 Seventh street.
Li

Wanted

Users say it is the ideal, perfect
laxative drink. Mi J. Perkins, Green
Bay, Wis., says "I have used pills,
oils, salts, eta, but were all disagree
able and unsatisfactory. In Citrolax
have found the ideal laxative drink
KNIGHT AND LADIES OF SECURFor sick headache, sour stomach, lazy FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
rooms. 721 Fourth.
liver, congested bowels, Citrolax Is
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
ideal. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
first and third Mondays of each
FOR RENT Two
room
furnished
Drug Store. Adv.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
house. 921 Lincoln.
Ladles always welcome O. L. Freeuuimeaer o.ie Connolly still con
man,
President; Miss Cora Montague,
FOR
RENT Two furnished rooms,
timies as the only regular among the
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Financier;
903 Main avenue.
Boston Braves to hit for .300 or bet
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
ter,
Assistant Deputy, 1011
FOR RENT Six room house on hill, Montague
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, H. U.
Don't Be Bothering With Coughing
lights and bath. Enquire 1034 Fifth
St.
Mil, U O. O. MOOSE Meeta second and
Stop it with Foley's Honey and Tar
It spreads a soothing
Compound.
fourth
Thursday
evening each
healing coating as It glides down the FOR RENT Nicely furnished house- month at W. O. V. hall.
Visiting
and
throat,
keeping rooms, hot and cold water, brothers
tickling hoarseness, and
Invited. Howard
cordially
nervous hacking, are quickly healed
private family, one block from car
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
Children love it tastes good and no
line, 1103 Lincoln avenue. Phone
Main 3G7.
opiates. A man in Texas walked 15
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
miles to a drug store to get a bottle,
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Best you can buy for croup and bron Ft DORADO HOTEL for rent FurniLove
at O. R. C. hall,: on the second
lb.
chial coughs. Try
Adv.
ture for sale. Enquire at hotel.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m. J. S. Nelson,
O.
Consul;
In pitching and winning a double.
Z.
W.
LoLaemmle,
Clerk;
Montague,
luader against Detroit the other day
cal Deputy. Visiting members are esKay Collins, the Red Sox flinger, cut
welcome and cordially Invited.
in with a stunt seldom seen in major LOST One tail light.
Las Vegas pecially
Motor
Car
circles
Company.
league
nowadays.

For Rant

East Bound
Arrive
No,
No.
No.
No.

I.... 7:20
... .11:54
I.... 1:25

ll.-.-.

DR. ADELAIDE

B.

LEWIS

Are You Subject to Bilious Attacks?
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
HI
Persons who are subject to bilious
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
attacks will be interested In the ex'
Residence Phone Main 384
Mrs.
Louise Shunke ACCORDION PLEATING Have your
perience of
ruffles pleated
Frankfort, N. Y., "About five years
with most
modern machine. Phone Main 367.
ago I suffered a great deal from Indi
MONUMENT CO
gestion and biliousness," she says.
Albuquerque, N. M.
began taking Chamberlain's Tablets
215 E. Central
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
and they relieved mo at once." For
IS Years Practical Experience.
Dentlat
E. A. JONES
sale by all dealers. Adv.
W. W. BOWERS
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
The management of the Chicago
GEO. H. HUNKER
Room
Center
Block. Office Phoae
1,
Cubs has refused to give Captain Tom
Attorney-at-LaMain 381. Residence Phone Main 411
contract. Tom
my Leach a three-yea-r
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
now threatens to jump to the Fed
erals.
FATAL AUTO ACCIDENT
--

isccIancous

JONE8-BOWEA-

Santa Fe,

Sept. 30. Word comes
from Tortugas, Dona Ana county, of
the suicide of Mrs. Jose Barela. The

same place also reports an automo
bile accident in which three women
v.ere killed, one fatally injured and
two men seriously hurt while speed
ing over the- road between Las Cruces
and El Paso. The dead are: Mrs.
and active again. Try them. O. G. Francisca Perches, wife of the ownSchaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. er of the Buick Six; "Amada Espiru,
mother of Mrs. Perches; Juana HerAdv,
nandez, a servant. The Injured are:
Mercedes- Espiru, sister of Mrs. Per
By defeating the New London Eastches;
Ignacio Perches, owner of the
ern association champions in four
Corto
car;
J, Benuro Espiru, "brother
out
g..mes
of six, the champion Lawrence team of th
New England of Mrs. Perches; Amada Perche3, two
league won the minor league cham- year old daughter of the Perches couple. The car skidded on the way to
pionship of New England.
La Cruces while turning out for a
load of hay and was overturned.
For a Weak Stomach
There are people right in this vicinity who find it necessary to be very
BREAKING GAME LAWS
careful about what they eat as they
Santa Fe, Sept. 30. The Indians are
have weak stomachs. Many of them ai;aln violating the game laws in west-wculd be very much benefited by the rn Socorro county, an annual occur
same treatment that cured Mrs. Er- rence and annoyance. Game and Fish
nest Pharo, of Beaver Dam, Ohio, who Warden T. C. de Baca
today notified
writes, "l had a weak stomacn and District Attorney E. D. Tittman to
for years certain food disagreed with get busy, transmitting at the same
me
I would feel uncomfortable for time other
complaints of W. M. Bor-hours after eating. I lost weight and owdale of Magdalena who writes that
became debilitated. Then I began
boy at Luis Lopez killed a quail by
taking Chamberlain's Tablets and the throwing a stone Into a flock of them
promptness with which they benefited and that the people of the settlement
me surprised both myself and my fam- of Luna,
although they have taken
ily. They strengthened my digestion cut no licenses hunt deer and
turkey
and In a short time I was sound and freely in the Mogollons, as do the
In
well. For Bale by all dealers. Adv.
dians.
-
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Por YOU!
I This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
use
EMPRESS

FL0U- P-

3

'''

li
giving you
a present for doing something
you d do any
way when you
leam how Much
BefVer EMPRESS

FLOUR rtalk

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

Lost

Dizzy Head, Fluttering Heart, Float
Ing Specks
These are signs of kidney and bladder trouble, You'll have headaches
too, backaches and be tired all over.
Don't wait longer, but take Foley Kid
ney PUIs at once. Your miserable
sick feeling will be gone. You will
sleep well, eat well and grow strong

AND

RESTAURANT

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WANT
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30, 1914.

W. C. T. U.

The Dalies, Ore.. Sept. 30. This
city is entertaining for three days the
annual convention of the Woman's
Christian, Temperance union of Oregon. A large attendance of delegates
and an attractive program of addresses, reports and social features,
combine to give promise" of one of the
most successful conventions ever
held by the organization in this state.

rfl

Job Work
gWW.tlM..W,..l.t..VWT.

OREGON

SEPTEMBER

Y

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
CKNUINEWM,
ROGERS &
SONS' A k
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH- -

S

1REY (STERLING) FINISH

iv

V

EMPRESS
can be

tained in this city

fronf)

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery...
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

per
per
per
per
per

100

lbs.

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Slorers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Maide Las Vegas Famous,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

-

FIND

WHAT YOU WANT

WANT ADS
SELL WHAT YOU DONT WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out t ho people to whom among those who
MIGHT BUT the particular
thing Is worth most
f

THE PROPERTY you want to sell Is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this pape r and who never would hear of your
property unless it were a dvertlfied here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) bo oks, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of use fulness of any sort, musical Instruments.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED. Try them.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and

get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:

r

HcCLURE'S

1CAIE

THE WOMEN'S HOME COM

M

O

'

1

I

THE

NATIONAL

SPORTSMAN
If

4

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being

bothered by any possible delay

HI

AT

Tl

OFFICE

AND

LEAVE
BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.00

$7.50

II

SUBSCRIPTION

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily OpticJ and one
Hagazine for one year

$6.00

$6.50
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fling Go,
Optic
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

K3&HT

MUST REPORT THE
VITAL STATISTICS
PHYSICIANS OF THE COUNTY ARE
SAID TO BE LAX IN
THEIR DUTY
la said upon good authority that

It

J

if physicians

HOSPITAL FIRED UPON
London, Sept 30. The correspondent or Reuters Telegram company at
Amsterdam cays that a dispatch hag
t een received there from Ilerlin stating tha German general staff
that the surgeon general of
the army has eent the following telegram to Emperor William:
A few days ago a military hospital
a Orchlea (France) wss attacked by
irregular sharpshooters.
"An exploring expedition sent out
to On hies on September 24, composed
of one battalion of the landweh, encountered
superior (hostile force.
The German were obliged to retreat,
losing 28 dead and 35 wounded. The
next day Ilavarian troops were sent
out but found no enemy at Orchie.
The inhabitants had fled the town,
which has not be n destroyed by the

generally throughout
San Miguel county do not observe
more carefully the law requiring that
a report be made of the births and
deaths at which they are in attendance the matter will be brought t.o the
attention of the grand Jury'.
Recently In Bernalillo county the
;rand jury found Indictments against
many of the doctors of Albuquerque,
and the cases were prosecuted. It Is German si.M
stated that there is a condition of
On October 3 the registration bo8
carelessness existent in this county,
a
for
the coming elections will be opento
nnd steps will be taken
compel
In
ed
all the precincts of the county.
law.
of
the
observance
rigid

DO IT NOW.
PEARS,
PLUMS.
SUPPLY WONT LAST LONG.

STORE

STEARNS'

Last Cl11 for Oreserving
& caches
We

have an

(uj(n?

Extra Fancy Lot at

HIE
V

Box

ABOUT TifflE

Do you

Be sure and see our

line and get our
before
buying

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Page Furniture & Undertaking Co.
SIXTH STREET.

'

"The Store With a Conscience."
rasnacEESKa

fho Modern Woman

ss

ft, 'Wis
ki.

:

...

,;

knows there Is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she loiows the best
Is the cheapest. That is why eo
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why in unmistakable terms. Order a sack to-- .
day.

I

Askyour grocer

j

for

Pure

Quill Flour.

J5he' Las Vegas
At

Harry Jones of Heulah has presented a claim for 142 as bounty on the
skins of 48 coyotes, 18 wild cats and
one panther, killed by him In the
ntighhorhood of his home.
Cutler Brothers' insurance and real
estate agency removed to northwest
corner of the Flaza in Hotel
Phone Vegas 38S. Adv.

Roller Mills

tbe Home of tbe Best of Everything Eatable
FOR. A FEW DAYS
ONLY WE WILL SELL

On November 14 the civil service
commission will hold an examination

here for candidates for the position

I

at

Some Qt the early risers declared
they fiifw ice this morning, but if they
did the freeze did no damage, as
eaves and flowers looked ws fresh as
before. What little - frost has oc
curred .this fall has been so light as
to do little damage. Up in the moun
tains the frost has been heavier and
the mountain resort proprietors declare the country han never looked
prettier, due to the changing color of
the leaves. Las year a heavy snow
fell in Las Vegas considerably earlier
than this date. Tnose who like to
clin to low shoes and summer under
wear and put off the purchase pf
overcoats are greatly pleased with
the indications for a late autumn.
Kansas already reports four frosts
and a month ago the thermometer
there was registering over 100 in the
shade.
The democratic county convention
hap been called for October 5. It will
assemble at the court house and pro
ceed to make the nominations of
three candidates from San Miguel
county and one joint candidate with
Guadalupe county for the state legis
lature. In the evening addresses will
be made by Assistant Secretary of the
Irterior A. A. Jones and Adolph P.
Hill, the democratic candidate for corporation commissioner.
TOO

Cts.

FANCY
CLING

PEACHES
JERSEY

SWEET

POTATOES

Grocer and Baker
l,,iyMiflligiHg

TICKETS ARE

GOING OUT RAPIDLY
THE PUBLIC
CIATION

SHOWS ITS APPRE.
OF WINTER EN- - .

TERTAINMENTS
P. H. LeNoir and L. Fl Soatterday,
who are making the canvass for the
Y. M. C. A. lyceum course, are meeting with excellent success in all parts
of the community.
Yesterday they
sold 25 season tickets, and are en
couraged in the belief that they will
have no particular difficulty in raising the guarantee fund.
Their efforts are being directed
now toward the selling of the reserv
ed seat sections, and from the looks
of the plat on which the reservations
are made It would seem that the time
elapsing before they are all gone will
be short. There are few blank spaces
on the chart.

BRITISH CAVALRY IS

This wil Ibe the last opportunity of
geiting them for preserving this year

KBiiiffiSTIlllF

LATE

TO

CLASSIFY

PRAISED BY GERMANS
THEIR INFANTRY,
AFRAID

HOWEVER,
IN
FIGHT
THE OPEN

18

TO

polo field.

FROST

0ETi

o

Will soon be here so

get ready for him.

We are the only car load buyers of Heaters and Ranges
in Las Vegas, selling direct to the retailer.
We have every
well known style, so you'll not find It hard to be pleased.
PVR EASY TERMS
r
"are the most "liberal ever offered.
6ur service Is prompt and

o
o
t

Everything

iD

Service based on (he facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

China Cupboard
To Your Dining Room FJovjF

Add

IVES.

HFEIB

Hardware and Furniture

Thssti

We

Next lo Bridge

are Giving

33

i--

Off on all

3

China
Cupboards
We have a fine line
in Golden Fumed,

and early English
Finishes.

The Remodeling Sale Continues
20 to 50 Off of oir

BONAFIDE PRICES

J. C. Johnsen

&

Son.

PUBLIC MEETING

There will be an open meeting for
the business men of Las Vegas this
evening 'at 8 o'clock at the rooms of
the Commercial club. The meeting is
for the purpose of listening to the
proposition of Dr. Duket of Chicago,
who proposes to establish a sanitarium here. The Las Vegas Commercial
Club, Leo Ml. Tipton, Secretary.

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
ed for the auto.

NOTICE
To Our Customers:
We wish to announce that on October first we will change our system
of bookkeeping, installing the latest
new Burroughs bookkeeping and statement machine. It is desirable that all

customers having pass books leave
them for balancing on this date or as
soon thereafter as convenient. From
this time forward pass books will no
longer be balanced but will be used
simply as a memorandum of credita
for depositors.
Hereafter a statement of your ac
count with cancelled vouchers may be
obtained at any time desired by calling for same at the bank or will be
mailed to you on request. However,
it will greatly convenience us If you
will arrange to call for statement at
regular intervals, preferably on tbe
first day of each month.
SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL
Adv.

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
mi
III

TrK

I

i

0
fj

v-'-

sr

i

sll!
HARVEY'S

IS OPEN
"

Carriage out Saturday
Leave orders at Murphey's.

need- -, r

DANK

morning.
Adv.

TOO BAD!
last shipment.

You

your FORP out

We have ordered another car load

LET US
Clean
or Dye

our treatment most courteous.

.CflHL1!!

:

in-v- itt

of our

IOC

:

,

le.-v-

London, Sept 30. While driving in
an automobile from Brussels to Cram- mont, where they purposed to take
a train for Ostend, Edgar Allen Cant-rell of Newport, Ky., and his invalid
wife went through a hail of bullets,
one of which killed the driver. The
two were left with their car overturned In a ditch and at the mercy of
troops who let them pass, however,
on seeing their credentials.
Cantrell, who, with his wife, reached London today, gives a graphic description of the Incident. He says the
stench from the shallow burial
trenches is unbearable and that the
bodies in these graves are often cut
up by the heavy wheels of passing
artillery. The railroads generally are
marked by overturned
locomotives.
He passed German eoldiers feeding
refugee peasants on bread and soup.
The Germans allowed the people to
give food to the French prisoners, but
not to the Englishmen
Mr. Cantrell talked with a woundtd
German officer, who said that the
English infantrymen were so fond of
cover that they were not feared. But
he described the English cavalry as
fearless. They charged standing up
In shortened stirrups and the swing
of their sabres unseated them. They
handled their horses like Ponies on a

O

o

Operators Stand Pat
Denver, Colo., Sept. 30. J. F. Wel- bcrn, president of the Colorado Fuel
and Iron company, upon his return
from a conference with President Wilson regarding the proposed truce in
the Colorado coal miners' strike, issued a statement today In which he
reiterated that the proposal ooutained
conditions which the company could
not accept
Mr. Welborn's statement follows:
"The president received me very
courteously and manifested an Inter
est In what I had to say about the
strike, as well as general conditions
connected with the coal industiy in
Colorado.
He said that much I told
liim va3 new and he offered no criticism on our conduct of the strike, yet
stated that at this time he preferred
to consider the proposal presented by
him rather than anything that the
coal operators might have to offer.
"There are many insuperable conditions in the truce proposed which
men when made
appeal to
clear. The requirement that the operators
all striking miners
who have been found guilty of violation of the law, when to do so would
make necessary the discharge of some
fatihful employes, would involve placing at work alongside of those who
have been loyal and peaceably inclined, others who have repeatedly
threatened and abUHed them. At practically every camp our employes are
protesting in large numbers against
the
of strikers, except
as are known not to have participated in abuse or violence.
"The frequency and character of
these protests convince us that the
active carrying out of the proposal in
good faith would cause more men to
e
our service than could be etnr
ployed from among those on strike,
and the result therefore would be a
reduction rather than an Increase in
coal output."

TODAY IN CONGRESS

29,

delegates to' the San Miguel County
Washington, Sept. CO. Senate: Met
Democratic convention, which con- at 11 a. m.
venes at the court house October 5
Finance commutes continued workto nominate three candidates to the
state legislature for San Miguel coun- ing on the war revenue bill.
The fight on the conference report
ty.
.
All persons who support the ad- on the Clayton trust bill was continu-ed.
ministration of President Wilson
d to attend.
House: Met at noon.
Debate was resumed on the bill for
DEMOCRATIC TRECIXCT COM-- .
MITTEB
difletion of the printing laws.

st-c-

FOR REXT A suite of rooms for
NOTICE
light housekeeping; hot water heat.
No shooting, hunting or fishing al1034 Eighth street.
Phone Main lowed on what is known as the A. G.
608.
Green lake and ranch, north of the
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted
COMPETENT American girl wants to extent of law.
housework in small family. ReferA. G. GREEN,
ences. Optic X2G.
Mrs. P. O, NTSSON,

Fancy Cling Peaches
80c Per Box
German Prunes
Q1.BO Per Box
THE GRAAF &

:;. Senator
Sipt.
Washington,
Thomas, wh6 has just returned from
conferences with Colorado operators
and striking miners, told President
Wilson today he believed the plan for
settlement, already accepted by the
miners but rejected In part by the
operators, would have to be materially
modified before the ' latter would
agree to it - The president does not
intend to keep federal troops in the
Colorado fields Indefinitely and Is
pressing for a speedy adjustment.

JOHN II. YORK

Last night the men of the Y. M. .C
who live at the building gave a
lunch in the upper hall in honor of
the retiring secretary, Phil. H. LeNoir, and to welcofe his successor,
L. F. Scatterday.
The affair was of
the most informal sort. Eoth Mr.
LeNoir and Mr. Scatterday made a
few felicitous remarks, and after the
spread a supper club composed of the
dormitory men, and to be known as
the Dorm Dwellers, was organized.
The officers chosen were: President,
J. S. Jones; vice president, J. E. Hope;
executive committee, D. R. Hendon,
It. I. Donaldson and L. C. Taylor.

IN
.

FIELDS

2 Quarts for

The Woman's Missionary society of
the Kirst Methodist church will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
with Mrs. Frank H. H. Roberts, 1009
Fifth street.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

PRESIDENT TIRES. OF DELAYS
THE COLORADO COAL

,

heater

507

FROM STRIKE ZONE

CRANBERRIES

Old Taylor WTilsRey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

u

PRIMARY

at the city bail Wednesday night, September 30, to select
Precinct

Adv.

the present postmistress. The compensation Paid by this office was
1222.91 for the fiscal year.
Those
who contemplate taking the examination may obtaiin further information
by calling upon Oscar LinheYg at the
East Las Vegas postof flee.

need a

prices

C0C0ANUTS

R hall tonight.

Onava.
A vacancy is expected to occur in
that office soon, due to, the removal
from Onava of Nellie M. Gemrleher,

on WIS

114,

--

K.

of fourth class postmaster

H E; CASH GROCER

PHONE VEGAS

Kegular dance at

A.

Don't Wa.it.

30, 1914.

WILL TAKE TROOPS

FRESH

NEWS

LOCAL

their boxes locked tomorrow morning. LYCEUM

QUINCE,

SEPTEMBER

DEMOCRATIC

Postoffice box rents are due today
and delinquent tomorrow. All patrons
o! the office who fail to pay their
rent before 6 o'clock tonight will find

Preserve

WEDNESDAY,

your old

Garments.

;WE CAN PLEASE YOU

Las Vegas Sfeam Laundry

of

these famous little cars to

be

Mr
13 A
S!

'II

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
EARLY

rr --?

--

i

j

this time.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Agents for The Ford
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